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LISTSERV
assists students
going home
Emails sent to offcampus students offer
security and energy
efficiency tips | Page 3

Letters to the
North Pole

Local rape victim regains hope
By Ella Fowl.r
Reporter

Megan Wilson thought it would
never happen to her, and so
do countless other American
women.
But, in feet sexual assault and
tape area lot more common than
most people think. According to
the Department of just ice, it happens every two minutes.
"You can't go through life hav-

"At the time when it happens,

ing thai it will never happen'
attitude because it will happen.''
Wilson said. "I had the same
exact attitude.''
Wilson who had heen a victim
of sexual assault in March 2006 is
now an advocate for Behavioral
Connections, a victim's service
center available to women who
are victims of domestic violence
or sexual assault. She became an
advocate i n Augu st to help wc >mcn

you feel hopeless and you think that
you are never going to gel better,"
Wilson said "1 just want to lx> there
for |ra|X' victinisl and give them
hope. I know what it is like to ftvl the
lowest of lows and think that you
are never going to get better."
Wilson just wants to give wc
tints their lives back.
"I just feel like I am proof that if I
can do it, they can do it," she said.
With Bowling Green's relatively

realize they are not alone.

small 21X000 student population
many women feel as though rape
and sexual assault do not pose the
same threat it would living in bigger cities like (!ohimbusor Ibkdt >.
"I would say that it is not sonic
tiling you have to dwell on continually but you have to be avt are
it does happen here,"' said 1.1.1 oin
lletrick of the Bowling Green
Police Division "We usuallj see
a spike |in sexual assault or rape]
in August and September when

school starts and then again in
the spring when people are out
doing more things in groups and
in the party setting."
In August and September,
there were no rapes in Bowling
Green and one sexual assault:
however, last scat there were SUI
rapes and three sexual assaults
in the same two month span.
See VICTIM! Page 2

Over 6 million
letters are sent to Santa

I!

each year, nationwide
groups are helping him
respond | Page 7

Bah
Humbug!
The five most unmerry
Christmas movies of

•p^V ^^yjj|2jj^

all time are ranked for
the upcoming holiday
season | Page 7

Obama's
Cabinet seems
contradictory

'
R»CHEllt»DW»NSKI

THE BG NEWS

Columnist Kyle
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Schmidlin writes that
Obama has selected
Cabinet members to
maintain the status
quo, not to bring much
needed change as his
campaign platform
promised | Page 4

A difficult
language
Columnist Alison
Kemp tells about her

Teaching an
old theater
new tricks

By Scott Recker
Senior Reporter

The theater that served as the epicenter of Bowling
Green's nightlife and entertainment in the mid-twentieth
century has reopened with a new look and fresh ideas.
The newly opened Cla-zel theater, which has been transformed into an upscale multi-entertainment venue, was purchased this past summer by A.B. Mufleh and was opened
mid-November.
Open from Wednesday to Saturday, the Cla-zel develops
many different atmospheres into their venue throughout the
week.
"We want different ages and different groups of people
to come in every night of the week," General Manager
I ,isiIII Karcher said.

difficulties describing
the English language in

See CLA-ZEL | Page 2

a foreign country
| Page 4

Falcon hockey
seeks upset

Low gas prices hurt ethanol industry

No. 1 Notre Dame
comes to the Ice Arena
where the Falcons will

By Dru Sexton

try to win back some

Reporter

respect after being

loe Molnar thought he was making a smart business decision.
As the vice president of MidWood Incorporated, located on

embarrassed earlier
this season | Page 6

East Gypsy Lane, Molnar though
it would be a smart move to convert a few of his fuel pumps to
e85 gasoline. But when he made
thai decision, he had no idea
the price of ethanol-based fuel
would fluctuate.
About two months ago e85 fuel,
which is a mixture of B5 percent
ethanol and IS percent gasoline,
was selling at around $1.69 per gallon at a time when regular gasoline was about $2.10 per gallon.
Currently the trend has turned
tides, gasoline is now around $1.55
per gal Ion a ml et ha nol costs closer
to S2. depending on the retailer.
According to Molnar it has
been really devastating to the

What's your favorite
"That's what she said!
set-up?

distributors and suppliers alike.
"It is not just happening in
Ohio, but all across the country
as well, "he said,
The reason Molnar and other
e85 retailers have seen their cost
go up, according to the National
Ethanol Vehicle Coalition, is
that the cost of grain prices have
dramatically increased over the
past few months. But the coalition says price increases are
only temporary.
But that is of little comfort for
Molnar, who is waitingarudouslj
for prices to decline.
"It is difficult because no one
seems to know when things will
improve or go back to normal,"
Molnar said.
The recent plunge in the price
of crude oil — from SI55 per bar
rcl to as low as $44 per barrel
— has had a damaging impact
on the ethanol industry.
I Vople who 0W11 Ilex fuel vehicles

opt not to purchase eBS over gasoline when it costs .50 or.(«) rents
more per gallon Molnar sakl.
Many students agree with
what Molnar had to say.
"I really do not see why anyone would spend so much extra
money, when it is nol necessary,"
freshman Andrew 1 herhart said.
He added, although using ethanol does not reduce strain on
the environment all that much, it
still helps a little.
The industry has suffered so
severely, companies are begin
ning to falter.
Recently the Greater Ohio
Ethanol LLC ethanol plant in
Allen County has filed for bankruptcy, because the situation
has become so severe, according
to an article published by The
(Toledo) Blade in November.
ETHANOL

?2

The Associated Press

"That's a real hard one."
| Page 4
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WASHINGTON — With time
growing short, the $14 billion auto industry bailout bill
stalled in the Senate yesterday as

Republicans demanded upfront

\

concessions from the United
Auto Workers as the price for

their support
TODAY
Flurries
High: 27, Low. 16

:

I

*&
TOMORROW
Partly Cloudy
High: 35. Low: 31

k

UAW and auto industry officials were in talks with key
Republicans and Democrats at
the Capitol, although it wasn't
clear what, if any. givebacks the
union was willing to discuss.
The automakers employ thousands in Ohio.
The developments unfolded
alter Senate Republican leader

Mitch McConnell of Kentucky
joined other GOP lawmakers in
announcing his opposition to
a White I louse-hacked bill that
was approved by the House on
Wednesday. He called for an
alternative that would reduce
the wages and benefits of the
Big Three automakers to bring
them in line with (hose paid by
lapanese carmakers Nissan.
Toyota and Honda.
Sen. Bob Corker, R-Tenn., the
sponsor of that proposal, was in
closed-door meetings with HAW
officials and Democratic Sen.
Chris Dodd of Connecticut, the
Banking Committee chairman,
to see if it could be modified to
win the support of Democrats,
who count labor unions among
i lieu strongest political allies.

Women's Center
hopes to aid, educate
By Richard Chandler
Reporter

Auto bailout dependent on compromise
By Julie Hirschfeld Davis
and David Espo

RACHEl RADWA.NSKI

A PUCE FOR WOMEN AND THEIR HISTORY:
Hanna Hall is utilized by students and groups alike on campus Here Warm Up BG holds
one of their meetings in the Center.

BAILOUT: Workers leave the Chrysler Truck
Assembly plant m Warren. Mich Bailout Ml
sees growing opposition m Congress

The University Women's (Vntcr
pnn ides a voice for women in
crises and educational tool lot
people interested in women's
history.
Since its creation in
September ISKIH. the center lias
sought "to advocate on behalf
of people who are experiencing gender discrimination,''
Director Mary Krueger said.
This includes students, all levels of faculty, alumni and members of the community.
Krueger regards the Women's
Centerasafcminist space, given
the following condition, "If by
feminist, you mean a space that
supports women's equity and
well-being, then yes, this is a
feminist space."
"The Women's Center is not
just for women. It's mostly
about women, but just because
it's pro-women doesn't make it
anti-men," Krueger said.

The center founded the
Northwest Ohio chapter of the
Silent Witness Project, a nationwide advocacy group aimed
at promoting awareness and
means of prevention of domes
tic violence while commemo
rating the women whose lives
were lost due to domestic violence, Krueger said.
A dropoff place tin donations
to the Cocoon Shelter, Bawling
Greens first battered women shelter, is also available at the center.
The Women's Center also
works to "document gender
based inequity among students
and all levels of employees."'
Krueger said. I his includes
discrimination, sexual harrass<
mem and gender-based preferential treatment,
Not only does the Women's
(enter aid in crises, it also
offers a number of services to
students and staff.

VISIT BGNEWS.COM: NEWS. SPORTS, UPDATES. MULTIMEDIA AND FORUMS FOR YOUR EVERYDAY LIFE

See WOMENj Page 2
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VICTIM
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WEDNESDAY,
DEC 10

In fact, college age women
are four limes more likely to be
sexual assaulted or raped than
other women, according to the
U.S. Department of lustice.
Often woman who have been
sexually assaulted or raped are
afraid to come forward, said
Julie Broadwell, Victims Services
Program Manager for Behavioral
Connections in Bowling Green.
"For so many victims, they are
afraid to come forward because
they feel they are to blame,"
Broadwell said.
For Wilson, it was different
- almost abnormal.
"I didn't care if everyone
found out cause I wanted everyone to know who did this and to
be aware of how dangerous he
was," she said.
She did add however she was
afraid people wouldn't believe
her story - a very common misconception among victims.
Wilson believes silence is the
absolute worst thing a victim
can do.
"To heal you have to talk about
it and you have to go get help and

11:10 A.M.
Complainant reported she found
her vehicle's driver side window .
"spider-web" cracked after an
attempted break-in Tuesday night.

3:58 P.M.
Complainant reported his wallet
was stolen after it was left at West
Side Marathon.

6:00 P.M.
Complainant reported two male
juveniles kicked out several light
posts at the Wood County
Library.

THURSDAY
DEC 11
2:55 A.M.
Ryan Wessel. 23. of Bowling
Green, was arrested for theft and
drug abuse after he was observed
running out of Barney's and
admitted he had stolen two bags
of beef jerkey from the store. He
was also in posession of a baggie
containing marijuana.

ETHANOL
From Page 1

3:02 AM.
Corey Hurlstone. 21. of Bowling
Green, was cited for operating a
vehicle under the influence.

"The situation hasa lot of people worried," Molnar said.
As of right now, Mid-Wood
Incorporated has 5,000 gallons
of e85 remaining in their tanks.
He paid S3.00 per gallon for it
when the crude fuel prices were
high, but now is being forced to
sell it for S2.35 per gallon. That
could amount to a $3,250 loss for

3:39 A.M.
Adnanne Edmunds. 20. of
Bowling Green, was cited for
operating a vehicle under the
influence.

it is something you should never
have to go through alone," she
said. "There are so many people
whoare willingto hold your hand
and journey with you through
this. But being silent is the worst
thing |a victim! can do."
Some University students take
precautions to ensure they are
safe while walking through town.
"Sometimes when the sun
goes down I get really nervous,"
senior Alison Gariepy said. "I try
not to get isolated or walk down
creepy alleys."
With continued reports of a
serial rapist in Columbus, some
Ohio State University students
are taking even more precautions to protect themselves with
the attacker still on the loose.
Columbus police said the rapist has assaulted seven women
since lune and despite no incidents having been reported
since Nov. 2, the police believe
he will strike again.
According to reports, investigators have narrowed the list of
suspects down to 75 names and
are using citizen calls and tips to
try to find Columbus' Northwest
Serial Rapist.
Despite the high profile case,
the number of adult sexual

assault cases have increased in
the month of November by nine,
according to Columbus Police
Reports.
"Serial rapists are really high up
on the list of what women are truly
.truly afraid of." Broadwell said.
But Broadwell added there
are certain tips women need to
remember that can keep them
safe while they are out on the
town.
"I try to stay on main roads
even if I have to go out of my
way to do so," said Ashleigh
1 lohenbrink, a junior at the'Ohio
State University. "Although none
of the attacks have been near
campus, my friends and I have
been more aware |of what's
going on|."
Because the attacker has been
assaulting women in the early
mornings. I lohenbrink has
changed her routine so she isn't
out in the wee hours.
And I lohenbrink isn't the only
one picking up arms; hundreds
of women in Columbus have
flocked to self-defense classes
sponsored by the local police
union and the FBI in an effort
to protect themselves from the
rapist.
"I personally don't think it's

a bad idea to take self-defense
classes," Hohenbrink said. "And
I would if I could fit time in my
schedule."
Hetrick and Broadwell agree
classes can help boost a women's confidence and make them
feel powerful.
"I think women, if they feel
empowered, if they feel strong
and if they feel more confident
a lot of times it is the way you
carry yourself that could deter
an attacker," Broadwell said.
Wilson has taking extra precautions sense her attack —
some might say she is paranoid,
but to her she is being safe.
"I don't trust people," she said.
"1 won't go into the elevator if
there is just a man. I won't walk
alone at night anymore; I don't
go to parties where I don't know
people."
Broadwell added there are
certain tips women need.to
remember to keep themselves
safe and trusting your instincts
is number one.
"If you feel like it is an unsafe
situation, it probably is," she
said. "Perpetrators are often very
charming on the outside and
their motive is to get |women| in
a place they are unfamiliar with."

Mid-Wood.

lar gasoline or continue selling
e85.
"It really is a good thing, with
a higher octane," Molnar said.
"With the way people predict
things to change it might be a
little too early to determine to
stop selling e85."
He even suggested some
sources in this market predict
the government might have to
get involved and help rescue this
seemingly dying industry.
"It would be tragic to wit-

ness the industry fail after such
a short period of time," Junior
Beau LaVtene said.
With the market expected
to change it wouldn't be such
a wise choice to get rid of e85
altogether, he said.
"Besides it could have a negative effect on people who have
invested everything in the
industry, not to mention the
people who have grown accustomed to using it." LaVigne said.

"We're essentiaIly takinga loss
just to get rid of it," Molnar said.
They used to sell about 300 to
500 gallons of c85 per day, and
now they go days without selling
any, he said.
At this point they've invested
several thousands of dollars
into making their pumps e85
accessible.
Now that the market is bad
they're unsure whether to convert their pumps back to regu-

TBartmente

CLAZEL
From Page 1
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J V I I ll Available for 2009-201

SUMMER RENTALS AVAILABLE
May I6,2009 to August 8.2009.

^^^^^^^r^^^^^^^^^^M

EFFICIENCIES
451 THURSTIN AVENUE
Across the street Irom Otfcnhauer.
Furnished efficiency apartments with full bath
Assigned parking and laundry in the building
One Person Occupancy Only.
One Year - S370.OO per month
School Year - S395.00 per month

PETS ALLOWED
with a $300.00 nonrefundable pet
deposit at these buildings:
517 E.Reed
403 High Street
825 Third Street
802 Sixth Street
831 Seventh Street
640 Eighth Street
841 Eighth Street
725 Ninth Street
733, 755, 777 Manville

ONE BEDROOM APARTMENTS
Two Person Rates Available.
517 E. REED STREET- At Thurstin.
Furn. Or Unfurn One Bdrm, One Bath.
One Year • $400.00 per month.
School Year - $465.00 per month.

449-455 S. ENTERPRISE

707-727 THIRD STREET

720 SECOND STREET

Furn. Or Unfurn. One Bdrm, One Bath.
One Year - $355.00 per month.
School Year - $400 00 per month.

Furn. Or Unfurn. One Bdrm, One Bath.
One Year - $355.00 per month.
School Year - $390.00 per month.

Furn. Or Unfurn. One Bdrm, One Bath.
One Year - $365.00 per month.
School Year - $415 00 per month.

825 THIRD STREET- Pets Allowed!

810-815 FOURTH STREET

Furn Or Unfurn One Bdrm, One Bath.
One Year - $410.00 per month.
School Year - $465.00 per month.

Furn. Or Unfurn. One Bdrm, One Bath.
One Year - $370.00 per month.
School Year - $435.00 per month.

TWO BEDROOM APARTMENTS
Rates Shown For One Person Occupancy.
Two To Three Person Rates Available.
505 CLOUGH STREET-Behind Kinko's.
Furn. Or Unfurn One Bath & Extra Vanity
One Year - $430.00 per month.
School Year - $500 00 per month.

521 E. MERRY- Near Offenhauer.
Furn. Or Unfurn. Two Bdrm, One Bath.
One Year - $445.00 per month.
School Year - $545.00 per month.

402 HIGH STREET

835 FOURTH STREET

Furn. Or Unfurn. Two Bdrm, One Bath.
One Year - $410.00 per month.
School Year - $460 00 per month.

Furn. Or Unfurn. Two bedrooms.
One Year - $440.00 per month.
School Year - $500.00 per month.

701 FOURTH STREET

840-850 SIXTH STREET

Furn. Or Unfurn One Bath W/ Vanity in Bdrms.
One Year - $420.00 per month.
School Year • $490.00 per month.

Furn. Or Unfurn. Two full baths.
One Year - $490.00 per month.
School Year - $550.00 per month.

810 FIFTH, 649 SIXTH. 707 SIXTH
or 818 SEVENTH STREET

831 SEVENTH STREET

Furn. Or Unfurn. One Bath S Hall Vanity.
One Year - $415.00 per month.
School Year - $465.00 per month.

The venue offers various
environments such as relaxed
Wednesday nights with a full
wine bar, earl evening live
lazz on Friday's from 7 until
10 p.m. and a 21 and over Club
Encore dance club on Fridays
and Saturday's starting at II
p.m.
The Cla-zel also boasts 30
different beers on draft, as
well as an extensive selection
of wines and liquors.
"With our selection and our
prices we feel competitive,"
Karcher said.
The venue is also available
to rent for special events such
as wedding receptions, private
parties and Greek formats.
Although the Cla-zel owner
and managers have an extensive business plan to help
make the venue a success,
they have other concerns as
well.
"We want to give back to the
community," Karcher said.
Last Friday the Cla-zel
teamed up with a University
fraternity and donated all

the patron's cover charges to
Adopt-a-Family.
Students new to the town
may not be aware, but the
Clazel has a rich history in
Bowling Green.
The Cla-zel, which most
current University students
have never been in prior to this
year, was originally opened in
1926, making it Ohio's oldest
single screen movie theater,
according to the official Web
site.
When
local investors
bought the theater to preserve
the landmark in 2000, they
tried to resurrect it as a movie
house but it failed to attract
customers, said group board
member Richard Newlove in
a BG News article from summer 2007.
On Dec. 1, 2007, three local
investors purchased the theater before selling it to the current owner.
Being the first company to
open the Cla-zel in several
years, Karcher said business
has been going well so far.
"Right now we have things
going pretty good where we
get to plan bigger and better,"
Karcher said.

Now Leasing for
Second Semester!
Mid Am Manor
641 Third St.
■"
702 Third St.
839 Fourth St.

Am
agement

Charlestown Apts.
710 Scott Hamilton
730 Scott Hamilton

1,2,3 bedrooms
and up available!

Houses Available close to campus!

.ill to make -in appointment today!
Mid Am Management
641 Third 04 BG

1S2 1iso

at S. College.
Furn. Or Unfurn. One Bath, hall vanity.
One Year - $415.00 per month.
School Year - $465.00 per month.

WE STILL HAVE A SELECTION OF HOUSES AVAILABLE FOR 2009-2010

City police put out a wanent for assualt
Wednesday after a Toledo resident leaving
a house party on North Summit Street was
punched and kicked in a nearby alleyway
Friday night
Ryan Ball. 18. of Maumee has been
charged with assualt after attacking Shawn
Burns. 22. of Toledo, over an altercation
involving a Polo Association parka style
coat
According to testimony by Burns, he
went to get his coat while trying to leave
the party and noticed a person sitting
on it. He asked Ball, who was standing
nearby with a group of friends, if he could
have his coat According to Burns, after
reaching over to grab the coat. Ball's
group ol friends moved into his personal
space in a threatening manner. The residents o( the house then sent Burns out
the front door, and Ball and his friends
out the back door
Burns said he was walking in the
alleyway east of the house, and was
tackled to the ground by Ball. Ball
reportedly started punching Burn's head
with closed fists, while a second individual kicked him as he was lying on the
ground. Burn's friend. Nathan Allen. 22.
ol Toledo, was able to grab and hold Ball
while Burn's ran to Taco Bell. Burn's coat
was given to Allen before the subjects
ran from the area.
Scratches on Burn's right elbow and
left wrist, as well as extensive bruising
on the uppei part of his right hamstring,
were photographed by city police as
evidence
Ball was contacted on Tuesday and told
he needed to come to the Bowling Green
Police Department before 6 pm. that
night Ball never arrived

WOMEN
From Page 1

Faculty can have classes meet
in the Women's Center and take
advantage of their resources,
Kruegersaid.
"Any faculty member can call
and ask for the use of Women's
Center," she said. "Access is granted
on a first-come-first-serve basis"
The Women's Center has an
extensive lending library of
books, journals and videotapes
which focus on issues of women
and gender. All of the materials
are donated, and will soon be
available online.
"The library will be archived
online sometime in the next year,"
said loetta S. Kynatd, office manager.
The Women's Center is partially funded by the University
and operates partially through
volunteer work.
"The director's salary, a halftime secretary and a small operating budget is funded by the
University," Krueger said. In
addition, one graduate assistant
is funded through the graduate
college. The remainder of the
work performed at the Women's
Center is done on a volunteer
basis, Krueger said.
The Women's Center also hosts
a number of featured events each
semester. Each Wednesday, it
hoststhe Brown BagLuncheons.a
lecture series featuring topics surrounding women's issues. It also
hosts professional development
and women's research events
bimonthly on Fridays. The campus orginizationss Organization
for Women's Issues, VISION
and Transcendence ultilize the
Women's Center's space for their
meetings and activities.
Upcoming events for next
semester include "Fatness,
Gender and National Identity,"
a paneled discussion scheduled
for (an. 23, and the 11th annual "Bring Your Favorite Female
Professor or Mentor to Lunch," a
complementary lunch that commemorates National Women's
History Month in March.

TIRE SALE M

FOREST APARTMENT- Napoleon
Unfurnished. 1" baths, dishwasher.
One Year - $430.00 per month.
School Year - $495.00 per month.

BRIEF
Toledo resident allegedly
assualts over coat

WAREHOUSE •**»■"•*,

Furn. Or Unfurn. One Bath & Hall Vanity.
One Year - $430.00 per month.
School Year - $480.00 per month.

724 S. COLLEGE DRIVE

CITY

&Mm

Families with children welcome to apply for any rental unit.
MMUIPrTtTOFnMKRVtCt. •UJWAHTMD.

JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE, INC.
319 E. Wooster Street, Bowling Green, OH (Located Across From Taco Bell)
RENTAL OFFICE: 419-354-2260
Hours - Monday to Friday 8:30 - 5:30 Saturday - 8:30 - 5:00
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GET A LIFE
CALENDAR OF EVENTS
SMW event taken

from events bq^uedu

8 a.m - 9 p.m.
Exhibit #6: Architecture:
Annual Exhibition
of Student Work
Union Gallery Space

8 a.m. -11 p.m.
Muslim Student
Association Prayer Room
204 Olscamp

LISTSERY informs
off-campus students
to take precautions

228 Union Multipurpose Room

10 a.m. - 4 p.m
Ceramics Christmas Sale
Union Table Space

10 a.m. - 4 p.m.
Competitions in Music
Performance: Preliminaries
Kobacker Hall,
Moore Musical Arts Center

8 pm.
Footfalls Dance Concert
$5, Limited Seating
Whitney Dance Studio
222 Eppler North

Grievance
filed against
University
of Toledo
By Melissa Chi
U-Wire
A union on the Health Science
Campus filed a grievance
against the University of Toledo
last Thursday, following the
announced layoffs of 37 UT
Medical Center positions.
President of the American
Federation of State. County and
Municipal Employees Local 2415
Tom Kosek said the university
violated contract Articles 2 and 19
during the process of eliminating
the positions.
"We believe that there's nothing
|in the contractLto allow die management to freeze the vacancy list,"
Kosek said.
According to Article 19, employees with at least two years of seniority whose positions were eliminated "have the right to fill any
aval lable vacancy wit h t he same or
lower full-time equivalency," while
those with less seniority "must take
any available vacancy in the same
or bwer classification."
In this case, the university
announced the freezing of a
vacancy positions.
A displaced hospital employee,
who asked that her name not be
published, said the grievance is a
valid one.
"When I went to my meeting
with [the representatives from
the human resources department], they said, 'These are your
options: you take this position or
you get laid off. Those are your
two options," she said. She added
that the employees were not given
a choice as to what position they
would like to take.

'SHAKESPEARE, I CHOOSE THEE!'

New service explains to students the measures
to take for protecting belongings while on break
By Steve Kunkler
Reporter

9 am. - 5:30 p.m.
Bookstore Text Reservation
and Buy Back

Friday. December 12.2008

With the winter break just days
away, the University e-mailed
precautions for off-campus
students to consider before
heading home.
The message came from the
off-campus l.ISTSERV.
The University added the
new service to the LISTSERV
last week, which is dedicated to informing off-campus
students about issues that
concern them.
The USTSEKV was created a
weekago by Andy Alt, assistant
dean of students, who isalso in
charge of sending messages to
the 13,561 students who were
automatically subscribed to
the system. Alt said cost and
convenience were the main
reasons why the University
decided to use LISTSERV.
It was too expensive to send
every student a postcard, and
the LISTSERV is free for both
the University and the students who use the service,
he said.
Alt believes using the system
will also allow the University
to save on paper.
"ILISTSERV] is environmentally conscious because we
are not printing things out,"
he said.
On Dec.10 students received
an e-mail using the service,
warning them of precautions
to take over break.
Alt asked Rodney Fleming,
the managing attorney for the
University, for some suggestions of what to include in the
message.
Fleming is familiar with
complaints from students who
have left for the winter break
and come back to find problems with stolen items or frozen pipes because the heat was
turned off over break.
Fleming listed securing
property and turning off the
heat as two of the main issues
for students who leave over
winter. Fleming also suggested students take precautions
before leaving next week.
"Protect yourself; don't leave
valuable stuff when you're
going to be gone for three
weeks," Fleming said.
Some of the students who
received the e-mail warning
saw the benefits of warning

"[LISTSERV] is
environmentally
conscious because
we are not printing
things out."
Andy Alt | Asst Dean of Students
students of possible problems they may encounter over
break.
The information was helpful for Karmen Coffcy, a junior
majoring in biology, because
this is her first semester in
Bowling Green and she wasn't
sure about what to do with her
stuff over break.
"I'm a Canadian so I'm not
really sure what to do with my
car and putting stuff away,"
she said.

SECURITY TIPS
- The reality is that break-ins and
theft increase over extended
university breaks.

■ Take valuables with you
when possible, and hide or
cover remaining valuables.
■ Consider closing your
window shades or blinds.

■ Put lights on an automatic
timer.
■ Make sure that the last
person out of your apartment locks the doors.
■ Consider letting your
apartment manager
and/or a trusted friend
or neighbor know when
you'll be gone and to keep
an eye on your residence.
■ Notify the post office to
hold your mail. This can
be done easily online.

ENERGY EFFICIENCY
■ Don't turn your heat
off! Turn it down to no
lower than 55 degrees.
Your landlord can. and
will, charge you for fixing frozen or busted
pipes. Water damage
to your property could
be significant.
■ Unplug non-essential
electrical appliances and
cords to avoid wasted
energy and reduce risk
of fire.

B»CHUR«DWANSKI

Boycott of 'Studio 4' dance
club due to racial profiling

Equestrian rider
denied interpreter

Michigan Student Assembly supports boycott
of club after breach of revenue-sharing contract

By Danielle Pritchett

By Matt Aaronson
U-Wire

'Hie Michigan Student Assembly
passed a resolution last night
supporting a boycott of the studio
4 dance club on Fourth Avenue
by the United Asian American
Organizations
While an MSA commission
investigates the incident, in the
interim, the body has voted to cut
off funding for student organization events held at Studio 4 and to
notify the dub of the resolution.
The boycott, which was first
adopted by UAAO. is a response to
a dispute between the nightclub's
management and members of
the Chinese Students Association
and Filipino American Students
Association at a fundraising event
held by the two groups on Nov.
8. The groups allege that .Studio
4 management used racial profiling to justify breaching a predetermined
revenue-sharing
agreement for the fundraiser. CSA
President Steve Lai said the heated
argument eventually led to pushing, spitting and disparaging statements of a sexist and racist nature
by the owner's son.
In addition to expressing support for the boycott, the resolution
provides that the ltace and Justice
Commission will investigate the
incident and report its findings to

"For the time
being we are
representatives
of the students..."
Tim Bekkers ILSA senior
the entire hodv at its meeting on

Ian. 20.
IXspile tile fact that MSA lias
not spoken directly to Studio 4
about the alleged incident. Rep.
Tim Bekkers, an LSA senior and
one of tile authors of the resolution, said that expressing support before the investigation takes
place didn't mean the assembly

was jumping tr > conclusions.
"liir the time being we are representatives of the students, so
we're standing with the student
groups," he said "Wete not, ourselves, boycotting. Wen' standing
with them."
Calls to Studio 4 management
Wednesday were not returned.
FASAPrcsidcntAslileyMaiizano
said that the two student groups
had signed a written contract guaranteeing that they would receive
half of the cover charge revenues
from everyone who came through
the door in exchange for promoting the night among the organizations' members and friends.

U-Wlre

lena Richards' appeal for an
interpreter continues hut administrators have been unresponsive
so far.
Richards, adeaf mem berof the
University of Kentucky equestrian team, appealed directly
to UK President Lee Todd after
the Disability Resource Center
denied her request for an
interpreter this fall.
"The University is responsible
for providing equal opportunity.
Those interactive-discussions are
ongoing." said UK spokesman
limmyStanton.
While Todd has' not made a
decision, Richards said she is
patient.
Richards met with Patty
Bender, assistant viev president
of equal opportunity for the
Institutional Equity and Equal
Opportunity department, but
said no progress was made.
Bender declined to comment,
because the DRC could not comment on individual cases, said

UK spokeswoman Gail Hairston.
Richards said the meeting did
not end well
"We were not prepared and I
did not know what to expect from
this meeting. I was too angry
and hurt because, according to
her. I'm not deaf," Richards said.
"Hopefully this next meeting I'm
trying to set up will prepare us
better for such ignorance."

HOUSES!

CLOSE TO CAMPUS
'09 -'10 May /Aug.
Leases Now Available
Call 419-806-4429
or www.froboserentals.com
for current listing
These houses won't
last long

Call TODAY!
FROBOSE RENTALS

neon Rd, Bowling Green, OH 43402

!WH M.inulk- \>.' U<!

114 S. Main St.
117 N. Main St.
109 i/2 N. Main St.

'.-.:■

ET TU, P0NYTA: Jevaughn Toote. a memrxr ol Plastic Shatners Improv jumps back and shouts "Ponyta! I choose thee!" during
"Shakespeare" a game where the participants can only solve a childhood conflict through bloodshed while speaking m Shakespearean English.
Tyler Ward. Toote's fellow Plastic Shatner and Pokemon rival in the game considers his next move.

Newlove Rentals
332 S. Main (our only office)

419-352-5620
www.newloverentals. com

419.353.3300

www.cbeech.com

• One bedroom apartments above
downtown business
• Variety of floorplans
• Great prices! Starting at $325

FORUM

"We want different ages and different groups of people to come in every night of the week."
- Jason Karcher. general manager of the Clazel. on the venue's revamped style [see CLAZEL, pg. 1].
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PEOPLE ON THE STREET" What's your favorite "That's what she said!" set-up?
"Get out of there."

"Are you coming?"

"It's going to squirt

"You have to get it

out. [About putting

really wet and stick

an orange slice into a

it in."

&

VISIT US AT
BGNEWS.COM

Have your own take on
todays People On The

bottle of beer]."

Street? Or a suggestion for
BRITTANY CHAVAN A.
Visiting student
Veterinary Technology

BIANCABRUNI.
Sophomore.
Sociology

ANNIE ADAMS.
Freshman.
English

JEFF BRUNO,
Freshman.
Political Science

Obama's bipartisan Cabinet picks

KYLESCHHIDUN
COLUMNIST

How difficult it can be to
unmask a politician.
Throughout election season
this fall, it was unclear which
Barack Ohama would succeed
President Bush in 2009 — a leftwing populist whose policies
were more Hugo Chavez, than
Itihn Kennedy, or a moderate
centrist who tries to please as
much of the political spectrum
as possible.
It's not likely the former
Obama ever really existed; more
likely he was a figment of Sean
Hannity's imagination to dissuade Americans from voting lor
him. It looks like it is the latter
Obama who will seat the Oval
Office in lanuary.
Most indicative of this trend
are Obama's (Cabinet picks. They
have been a series of well-known
and moderately-known names,
many of them holding a high
amount of esteem on either side
of the political aisle. One thing
they all have in common is their
friendliness to elite interests —
far from the image Obama was
campaigning on.
By now, most people are familiar with the high profile selections: Hillary Clinton as secretary of state, and Robert Gates as
a holdover from the Bush White
House to bead die Department
of Defense. How it is "change''
or an offering of "hope" to leave
Gates — a senior CIA official during the Iran-Contra Affair — in
charge of the DOD is unclear.
On the Surface, the selection
of Clinton to Secretary of Stale
appears to make more sense.
The Clintons are generally well-

A LOT dr SvXX.0 LAST Ml6tft;

years of partisan politics.

This only makes real sense
to a certain degree, though.
Obama has often been regarded
as one of the most liberal doves
in the Congress, His decision to
place two hawks in two of the
most important foreign policyrelated positions in his White
House (Gates and Clinton) is
gravely disappointing.
More accurately, Obama's
picks represent what could
be a disappointing transition. Rather than bring about
meaningful change and take
America In a more purposeful
direction, it seems as though
the Obama administration will
function as little more than the
least-offensive way possible of
maintaining the status quo.
Still, it would be unwise to
completely write off the Obama
administration as failed promises. More than any candidate
in the average college student's
lifetime, Ohama seems receptive to public opinion. I still
cling, perhaps naively, fb the
hope that, if the hard work displayed by the activists who got
Obama elected continues on
into his inauguration, the country can pick itself up and lead
the world by example rather

The job of a reverend is not
my job. Upon reading the Rev.
Zimmann's reaction to my title
as reverend, 1 at first paused to
give what he was saying some
thought.
Then- is one thing I'd like
to make clear. Reverend is my
title, not my job I'T-brgiving
sins throgh the miracle of the
Internet," Dec. 9|.
As the doctoral candidate
can confirm, there is more than
one type of doctoral degree. For
instance, there is a Ph.D. and an
M.D.; the duties and responsibilities of the two are not the same.
I would probably not allow a

person who just has a Ph.D. to
perform open-heart surgery on
myself; the M.D., however, is a
different story.
No, I have not prayed over
the dead or those close to it.
No, 1 have not visited refugee
camps, nor have i presided over
a funeral. I thank Ximmann for
these actions and believe that
if there were more people who
have that dedication this world
would be a far better place. ITiis
is Zimmann's place in life; I do
not claim it as my own.
lust as some people have an
honorary Ph.D. from colleges, I
have not earned the title reverend. I'll be the first to admit
that. I do not hold myself to the
level of Zimmann, and in fact

Hopefully, the next time I
write, I'll be able to admit 1 was
wrong and embrace the Obama
administration and have confidence in it; ability to lead the
way into the future. For now,
though, this being my last column of the Bush administration, I will leave it with the cynical words of Pete Townshcnd:
"Meet the new boss, same as the
old boss."
—Hi 5/ a mi I lo Kyle nl

tiieneus9bgnewi.com.

it would be the opposite. I do
not walk around taking the title
reverend to heart, and in no way,
shape or form, parade as an
actual religious leader.
My tide is more a legal one,
similar to a professor or, as stated before, a doctor. Yes, die tide
of reverend has many heavy burdens; it takes a special person to
shoulder them. 1 do not claim
to be such a man. That does not
mean I do not recognize those
that are.
People like /unman deserve
respect and honor. People like
myself deserve a paycheck after
the ceremony.
— Rev. Matthew Winston
Haynes. Senior.

CALLING ALL COLUMNISTS AND CARTOONISTS!!!!
Email thenews@bgnews.com to become a Forum staffer.
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Travelin' the Globe:
Noisy Yugoslavians and odd expressions

than by force.

LETTERT0 THE EDITOR
A reverend in title only,
not in spirit

i

ALISON KEMP
COLUMNIST

SALZBURG, Austria — 1 thought
my college years at BGSU had
taught me how to sleep through
anything 1 could ever need to
sleep through: noisy neighbors,
parties, trains, construction, my
alarm, phone calls, television,
knocks on the door.
You name it, and I thought 1
had it covered, especially since
1 grew up a few miles from an
Air Force base that is home to 16
Air Force Reserve C-130 airplanes,
which are big enough to carry two
to three Humvees.
But I had never considered
die fact that there could be really
loud parties roughly every other
Wednesday night two floors
below me.
The reason 1 had never considered this is because I never
thought there would be a bar in
my residence hall that is used
for parties.
Recently.thesepartieshavebeen
hosted bjiformer Yugoslavians.
I was invited to this week's
party, but I didn't attend because
I wanted to sleep.
But sleep was a problem when
it sounded like the party was in
my room.
Nevertheless, I prevailed. I'm
getting better and better at sleeping through loudness.
I'll forgive my Serbian and
Croatian friends for hosting these
parties because my American
friends and 1 have too much
fun teaching them unpractical
American phrases, like "What's
happening homeslice?"
My Romanian roommate is
also fascinated with American
sayings.
She speaks pretty decent

English, so she's always asking
about sayings we use for things.
The topic of the moment is
expressions that are used to
describe someone who is not
very smart.
She's been compiling a list and
her favorites include "the wheel is
turning but the hamster is dead,"
"a few fries short of a Happy
Meal" and "not the sharpest tool
in the shed."
All of these questions I get
asked about English really got me
thinking about how difficult the
language is.

"Sleep was a problem
when it sounded
like the party was in
my room."
I've been learning Czech this
semester and I think the language
is ridiculously difficult. There are
those "v" symbols and accent
marks above letters. The letters
make sounds 1 have difficulties
pronouncing. But the letters
always, without fail, make the
same sound.
It's the same in German, too.
There may be genders and
endings to signify cases, which
we don't have in English, but
the letters always make the
same sound.
In English, that is not the case.
This was discussed in German
class on Wednesday.
The example given was the
letter "A."
Consider these words: bar,
bank, hasty, malign, mall and
mare.
The "A" in each of those words
makes a different sound.
Learning English only by reading wouldn't get someone very
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WALKING IS STILL HONEST

could betray campaign promises
favored around the world, at
least among those states which
are our allies. Still, Clinton
shares an annoying trait with
current Secretary of Defense
Condoleezza Rice in her refusal
to meet with foreign leaders who
are deemed hostile.
That Clinton would not
choose to meet with, for example, Iranian President Mahmoud
Ahmadinejad is hardly a change
at all. In fact, so closely does
she follow the current norm that
her State department may be
completely indistinct from the
present one, marked by wild
accusations and inappropriate
threats of force.
Other higher-profile picks
include New Mexico Governor
and former Presidential candidate. Bill Richardson. Richardson
as secretary of commerce is
probably the most favorable
pick in Obama's future (Cabinet,
but he would have been better-suited to secretary of state,
certainly better-suited to it than
Clinton.
These picks have drawn both
considerable praise and considerable ire. Many of those on the
left, who labored with great difficulty to aid in Obama's election,
now feel betrayed by his selections. On the other hand, polls
reported by CNN last week indicate generally favorable views of
Obama's picks, with much praise
for the Cabinet's diversity, drawing comparisons to Abraham
Lincoln.
Under the guise of "uniting the nation," Obama's picks
seem perfectly reasonable.
He is dipping into the pools
of moderate-right and moderate-left candidates almost
evenly, and there is something admirable and refreshing about this in light of the
previous eight (well, really, 30)
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far because the letters don't
make constant sounds, but with
German and with Czech, once
you learn the one pronunciation
of the letter, it always makes that
same sound.
And in addition to our strange
pronunciations, there are so
many things we say that wouldn't
make any sense to someone
who isn't extremely familiar with
our language.
I remember when I was in
Salzburg two years ago when
my host brother said he could
understand everything my
friends and 1 would say in
English except for any special
phrases we would use.
Our discussion in German class
also covered those phrases my
host brother was talking about
and the ones that so interest my
roommate.
The phrases used were "I was
caught with my pants down," "He
kicks the bucket," "He gets the
wooden spoon" and "He keeps a
stiff upper lip."
We know that if someone
kicked the bucket, he or she died,
but how would someone who
isn't a native English speaker ever
know that?
And even without all of these
cliches and proverbs, think of
how many words that are in our
language or that we use contractions and hyphenate words.
It's actually pretty impressive, and as we were sitting in
German class discussing our
native language in German, my
friend Sammy made the comment that we can't even speak
our own language properly.
And I guess that goes to show
how hard our language really is.

I
I

Here's how to get in touch with us for letters to the editor:
E-mail us at thenews®bgnews.com.
Drop a note into our new comment box at the Union
Information Center.
Call us at 419-372-6966.
Come to our newsroom in 210 West Hall.
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are generally to be lewer than 500
words These are usually in response
to a current issue on theUniversitys
campus or the Bowling Green area
GUEST COLUMNS are generally
longer pieces between 400 and
700 words. These are usually also in
response to a current issue on the
University's campus or the Bowling
Green area. Two submissions per
month maximum.

POLICIES: Letters to the Editor
and Guest Columns are printed
as space on the Opinion Page
permits. Additional Letters to the
Editor or Guest Columns may be
published online. Name, year and
phone number should be included
for verification purposes. Personal
attacks, unverified information or
anonymous submissions will not be
printed.
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E-MAIL SUBMISSIONS as an
attachment to thenews(»bgnews.
com with the subject line marked
"Letter to the Editor" or "Guest
Column. All submissions are subject to review and editing for length
and clarity before printing. The
editor may change the headlines to
submitted columns and letters at his
or her cfcoetion.
Opinion columns do not necessarily
reflect the view of The BG News
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Blagojevich goes
back to work
Lawmakers planning special session on Monday
in order to decide Governor's fate in office
By Dunna Bcllandi and
Christoph.il Will,
The Associated Press

CHICAGO — Beset by federal
and stale officials demanding his resignation, Gov. Rod
Blagojevich went to work in his
Chicago office yesterday in what
an aide described as an attempt
"to return to normalcy" despite
the cloud hanging over him for
allegedly putting President-elect
liarack Obama's Senate seat on
the auction block.
Obama called on Blagojevich
to step down, and Lt. Gov.
Patrick Quinn urged lawmakers to quickly begin impeachment proceedings if he refuses.
"Illinois is in crisis," Quinn said
at the state Capitol.
Blagojevich, meanwhile, was
in an "upbeat, positive" mood,
spokesman Lucio Guerrero said.
"There's a sense of trying to
return to normalcy," he said,
adding that he doesn't know
whether Blagojevich will step
down. "That's something
that obviously he'll decide on
his own."
Allegations that the governor
tried to sell or trade Obama's
Senate seat form just part of the
federal charges that led to his
arrest Tuesday. Obama said at
a news conference that neither
he nor members of his staff were
involved in making a deal with
the disgraced governor.
Illinois Attorney General Lisa
\ 1,1,1 it'.111 again threatened to go
to the state Supreme Court to

"There's a sense of
trying to return to
normalcy."
Lucio Guerrero | Spokesman

have Blagojevich declared unfit
to hold office if he doesn't resign
soon or get impeached.
"I have the opportunity to go
to our Illinois Supreme Court
and ask them to declare our
governor is unable to serve and
put in our lieutenant governor
as acting governor," Madigan, a
longtime Blagojevich foe who is
considering a run for governor in
2010, told CNN.
She said she "won't wait terribly long" but wants a signal
from lawmakers if they will
move quickly on impeachment
proceedings.
Legislative leaders planned a
special session Monday to strip
Blagojevich of his power to pick
a new.U.S. senator, putting the
decision in the hands of Illinois
voters instead. lawmakers also
prepared to discuss the possibility of impeachment.
Quinn said the impeachment
process should begin when the
Legislature convenes and if that
lawmakers don't take action to
remove Blagojevich. he would
support Madigan going to the
Supreme Court.
"The Legislature should focus
See SENATE | Page 10

Congress
drops Sec. of
State salary
By Laurie Kallman
The Associated Press

WASHINGTON — Sen. Hillary
Rodham Clinton would make
about S4.700 less as secretary
of state than her predecessor,
Condoleezza Rice.
Congress late Wednesday lowered the salary for the nation's top
diplomat to keep Clinton's nomination from miming afoul of the

(institution.
An obscure section on compensation for public officials,
the Emoluments Clause, says
that no member of Congress
can be appointed to a government post if that job's pay
was increased during the
lawmaker's current term.
In other words. Clinton, D-N.Y.,
mighthavcbeenineligibk'toserve
in the post because she was serving in Congress when Rice's salary was raised to its current level of
$191300. So late Wednesday, the
1 louse and Senate quietly rolled
the secretary of state's salary beck
to SI86.600, its level in January
21X17 when Clinton began her
second Senate term.
Even at the tower rate, Clinton
would still get a raise over her
Senate salary.
Senators now make $168300
and are expected to receive a
raise to $174,000 next year.
President-elect Barack Obama
nominated Clinton to the
post earlier this month. She is
expected to keep her Senate seat
pending confirmation by the
Senate next year. Republicans
and Democrats have said they
expect no serious objections to
her confirmation.

PETA gets customized coffins for members
By Tim Kortc

The Associated Press

EDGEWOOD, N.M. — Eor animal
rights activists, sticking up for furry
or feathered critters is a way of life.
Now it can be a way of death, too.
A New Mexico company is
building all-wood human coffins
in a partnership with People for
the Ethical Treatment of AnimaLs.
They bear painted slogans, such
as "lifetime PETA Member" or "I
saved 500 animals."
Another serves up a last laugh
that plays on a long-running
PETA advertisement: "Told You I
Wouldn't Be Caught Dead in Fur!"
The coffins, which went on sale
last week, are priced from S620 to
$670, which includes a $75 PETA

contribution. Made of wood, they
are designed to be I-urth-lriendly,
with no screws, nails, hinges or
animal-based glues.
They are assembled by Dienna
Centner. 14, a Conner construction worker from Bellingham,
Wash., who operates a company
called The Old Pine Box in rural
Edgewood, about 30 miles east of
Albuquerque. She began handcrafting coffins from pine, cedar,
maple and other woods in 2004.
When initially contacted,
(icnther thought PETA Wanted to
discuss marketing coffins for pels,
Her company builds those, too.
"But then they sent the designs
the classic toe-pincher style, and
1 realized they wanted human
coffins." she recalled.

PET LOVERS: Coffin maker Dienna
Genlher displays a finished all-wood human
coffin at her showroom in Edgewood. NM
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stay with
Browns
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Stealing the

By Tom With«ri
The Associated Press

BKRKA — Kellcn Winslow was
reluctant to lalk, what with his
tongue being a past problem.
But the talented tight end,
whose badly sprained left ankle
will likely keep him off the field
the remainder of Cleveland's
schedule, decided to sit down at
his locker stall on Wednesday and
address his disappointing season
with the Browns.
I le hopes it's not his last one.
Despite the Browns' shocking
slide and the uncertainty leading
into an upcoming offseason of
probable change, Winslow wants
to stay in Cleveland.
"I love being a Cleveland Brown,"
he said. "The guys here, we don't
know who's going to be hen' next
year. You just have to fonts on this
year. That's all you can do.... I do
want to be back here. I love being
here. I love playing here, lite fans
have stuck by me."
Although Winslow's ankle
remains swollen — he hurt it in a
Nov. 30 game against Indianapolis
— and he has a sprained right
shoulder, the oft-injured 25-yearold is winding down this season in better shape than he has
in some time. VVinslow doesn't
anticipate needing any surgeries,
a welcome change after having
multiple procedures on his right
knee in recent years.
During mi interview he initially
turned down, Winslow revealed for
the first rime that noted orthopedist Dr. lames Andrews waited on
liis knee last winter.
VVinslow hasn't given up on
playing again this season. I le is
continuing to get treatment and
has been strengthening his ankle
in hopes of avoiding his third trip
to the reserve-injured list since
joining the Nil. in 2(XH. Injuries
have already cost him nearly two
complete seasons
"I can come back, but I want
to be healthy enough to help my
team win," he said. "I don't want to
just be out there to be out there. I
want to help my team win."
Browns coach Romeo Crennel
said the club has discussed shutting VVinslow down.
"VVc hare talked about it," he said.
"Our range is anywhere from 3-to-B
weeks. I le wants to have the opportunity to see if it will get better. If it
will get better I think he would like
to try to play. We are playing it by
ear and seeing what happens"
In an implausible season filled
with drama and defeat, Winslow's
ugly feud with Cleveland's front
office over his hospitalization for
a staph infection was perhaps the
club's most embarrassing moment.
He was briefly suspended for making disparaging remarks about the
Browns, who later rescinded their
one-game penalty.
Still, the disagreement left a
mark and is fueling speculation
that Winslow, who came into the
2008 season seeking a contract
extension, will continue his career
elsewhere.
Winslow's future in Cleveland
may hinge on what moves owner
Randy Lemer decides to make
following his offseason review of
Crennel and general manager Phil
Savage. Winslow would not comment directly on what impact the
futures of Crennel and Savage
would have on him staying with
the Browns, but he seemed to take
a swipe at Savage.
"I don't know what's going to happen." he said. "All I can focus on
is my rehab. Whatever happens,
happens.... Mr. Lemer and I have
a very good relationship. I'm very
happy with him."
There's no denying Winslow's
talent. Even with the injuries,
his speed and sure hands make
him one of the league's premier
tight ends.
However, his checkered medical history and tendency to be a
distraction could force the Browns
to move him.
Winslow's current contract
runs through the 2010 season.
He's scheduled to make $4.5 million in 2009, and $4.75 million the
See WINSLOW | Page 7
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Falcon h(
hockey welcomes
^k No. 1 Notre
Notn Dame to the BG
\ ^L
Ice Arena
Ai
tonight

By Ethan Magoc
Reporter

BG's hockey team could not
have been more embarrassed
when Notre Dame last came
to town.
They lost 9-1 on Nov. 22 at
theBGSU Ice Arena, and found
themselves even further outplayed than the night before
See PUCK | Page 7

FANTASY FOOTBALL

FRIDA

THE GUYS WHO ARE TEARING IT UP:

PEYTON MANNING
Manning had a really rough start to
the season, and the Colts offense
didn't look like its usual productive
self. But tiow they're clicking again,
and Mannings 3,225 passing yards
and 71 TDs are great for owners.

STEVE SMITH
Smith is another player who had a
relatively slow start. But you can't
keep a Pro Bowl receiver down for
long. He has over 100 yards receiving in his last three games, and has
1.075 total yards this season.

THOMAS JONES
All the hype surrounds Brett Favre
in New York, but Jones has been
equally solid from the running back
slot with five games of over 100
yards. This season, he has rushed
for 1.144 yards and 12 touchdowns.

BRANDON JACOBS
Jacobs has pounded his way
through opposing defenses all season for the NFC's best overall team.
Currently, Jacobs has rushed for
1.002 yards and 12 touchdowns.

THE GUYS YOU SHOULD CONSIDER:

C

a» I7X

TYLER THIGPEN

MATT CASSEL

DAVID GARRARD
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CHRISTINA MCGINNIS I THE BG NEWS
DUAL STREAKS: Senior forward Lmdsey Goldsberry and the Falcon women's basketball team has won six games in a row and will
attempt to build on that total Sunday at 2 p.m. The men's basketball team will try to end a three-game losing streak in the 6 p.m. nightcap.

Falcons ready for Sunday double header
Men's team to face off
with Detroit Mercy

Women look to continue streak against Bonnies
is likely reversing roles and
becoming the underdog.
"I think Bonnaventure has a
Riding a six game winning chance to make a run in the
streak into Sunday afternoon's Atlantic Ten this year," Miller
game, BG's women's basket- said. "Having them at home
ball team will run into a chal- and having a six game win
lenge much largefthan Defroit- streak hopefully will give us a
Mercy and Youngstown State.
little bit of confidence that we
St. Bonaventure comes to can go and compete."
Anderson Arena with a 6-1
Led by Dana Mitchell (17.7)
record, a win against Michigan and Katelyn Murray (16.3), the
State and votes in the AP poll.
Bonnies are averaging 68.3
Despite all this being packed points per game this season
into a young season, BG coach
See WOMEN | Page/
Gurt Miller still is coming into
the game knowing his team
By Andrew Harnar

Assistant Sports Editor

By Andrew Hatner

Assistant Sports Editor

The litans of Detroit-Mercy will
once again clash at Anderson
Arena. This time around, it will
lx' tbetr men's basketball team.
Detroit's women's team fell to
BG 72-42 last Wednesday, and
Sunday night, their men's team
will l(x>k to have a better fortune.
The Titans will be facing off
See MEH | Page 7
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"We gave up eight power play goals [in the
November series] and we scored one.

From Page 6

_/f7
-Tfe.
JOHNHAOUX

AP PHOTO

HEISMAN HOPEFUL: Florida quarterback Tim Tebow's slats this season aren't as good
as they were a year ago. but he has the Gators playing m the BCS title game

Tebow's numbers down,
but Florida winning big
By Mark Long
The Associated Press

GAINESVILLE, Fla. — Tim
Tebow did less, and Florida
accomplished more.
Tebow didn't come close to
matching the gaudy numbers he
had last year when he became
the first sophomore to win the
Heisman Trophy, but he's been
maybe even more valuable to
the top-ranked Gators this season. Whether it was in the huddle, on the practice field, in the
locker room, in meeting rooms,
in the weight room, before and
after games, Tebow led the way.
He picked up his teammates
after the early season loss to
Mississippi, motivated everyone to play at a higher level and

was at his best when Florida
needed him most.
"There's just no way for anyone to know how important he
is to us," receiver Louis Murphy
said. "He does it all."
Tebow's trophy collection
might offer a clue. The two-time
Southeastern Conference player
of the year took home the Davey
O'Brien, Maxwell and Sullivan
awards last season. He already
picked up the Wuerffel Award
tliis year, and was a finalist for
the Maxwell.
He could join a most exclusive club when the Heisman
is handed out Saturday night
— Archie Griffin is the only
two-time winner of college
football's most prestigious
individual award.

ing an average of 6H points a
game and giving up 64.1.
Xavicr Keeling (12.41 is the
From Page 6
only Titans player scoring in
against a BG team that has lost double-digits this season. The
three straight, all games the Falcons, on the other hand,
Falcons have scored 65 or less have four scorers — Nate
Miller (12.8), Brian Moten
points in.
That's a good stat for Detroit (12.4), Darryl Clements (12.1)
as they have given up 65.1 and loc lakubowski (11.1)
points per game on the sea- — who have scored in double
son, while only scoring 57.4 digits this season.
The 6 p.m. tip is the secondthemselves, with a season
half of a BG basketball doublehigh of 62.
By comparison, BG is scor- header on Sunday.

MEN
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when the Irish had handed them
a 5-1 loss at the loyce Center in
South Bend, Ind.
Notre Dame is now ranked as
the top team in the country, and
has been for the past two weeks.
So what chance does BG have
of stopping them tonight at the
BGSU Ice Arena or tomorrow at
the loyce Center?
Falcon coach Scott Paluch
summed up the keys to a potential BG victory (or two) with two
words-special teams.
"We gave up eight power play
goals | in the November series]
and we scored one," Much said.
"If we're going to be successful this
weekend, our special teams are
going to be very good."
Paluch's players will also need
to establish more of a physical
presence in each game. Their
fast, creative attack often proves
effective against other teams in
the Central Collegiate Flockey
Association, but Notre Dame
seemed to wear the Falcons down
in the last series.
"I'm not sure the physical play
worked in their favor," Irish coach
Jeff lackson said earlier this week.

WOMEN
From Page 6
while shooting .426 from the
field.
Defensively, St. Bonaventure
has held opponents to59.7 poi nts
per game and a .348 shooting
percentage. Additionally, they
have only allowed 24.7 first half
points per game.
The Falcons are led by its top
t hree starters, Lau ren Prochaska
(15.8), Niki McCoy (14.0) and
Tracy Pontius (11.6), on offense
while scoring 74.9 points per
game. BG is shooting .455 from
the field.
With a high-powered offense
coming into town, the Falcons
will get their first test since
they faced Saint Francis, the
last team to score 65 or more
against BG.
But, much like the Bonnies,

If we're going to be successful this
weekend, our special teams are going
to have to be very good."
Scott Paluch I Coach
BG's roster features one fewer
player than it did in those games,
which could lead to Notre Dame
gaining even more of an edge in
die fatigue battle.
DefensemanTim Maxwell left the
Falcons prior to the games against
Minnesota State for "academic reasons," according to Much.
He signed a contract earlier this
week with the Utah Grizzlies of
the East Coast Hockey league,
and scored a goal four minutes
into his first game Tuesday night.
Maxwell's departure represents
two notes of import for his former
team. First, defenseman like freshman Dean I'etiot. junior Brian
Moore and senior Russ Sinkewich
will all see their ice time increase
significantly the rest of the season
with die team depleted to seven
defensemen.
BG has put up better offensive
stats than its opponents.
So far, the Falcons are
allowing opponents to shoot
at a .401 percentage from the
field and score 58 points per
game. BG also has 96 steals
on the season.
On the contrary, St.
Bonaventure has just 47 steals,
20 less than the BG starters.
Sunday's 2 p.m. lip-off will
start a Falcon basketball doubleheader at Anderson Arena.

Second the loss of a body on
the blue line could put an extra
strain on the Falcon defense corps
over the final three-plus months
of the season.
Paluch said this would only
come into play if defensemen become worn down from
KX) heavy a practice schedule.
The amount of game ice lime
shouldn't lx' a factor.
That)) the responsibility of OUT
staff from a practice standpoint,
more than anything,'' he said.
The rest of the roster is ready to
do whatever it takes this weekend
to end Note Dame's 14-game
unbeaten streak over IK;, according to junior Kai Kantola.
"Absolutely." he said. "We're
going to do everything we can
to get us a win here Friday night,
starting in our own barn."

WIN SLOW
From Page 6
followingyeai.Winsltnv, who made
his first Pro Howl last season
after catching 82 passes for 1,106
yards, was asked if he was confident his contract issues could be
worked out.
"I hired (agent) Drew Rosenhaus
for that. Thai's his job. I might just
want to go and reach free agency,"
lie said, laughing. "Who knows?"
If his season is over. Winslow will
finish with 43 catches for 428 yards
and three touchdowns — hardly
the type Of numbers the son of a
I iall of lamer was expecting,
But Winslow couldn't have
imagined the Browns being 4-9
or that they would lose quarterbacks Derek Anderson and Brady
Quinn to season-ending injuries,
or that former college teammate
Ken Dorsey would wind up as
Cleveland's StartingQB.
. Nothing has gone as planned.
"It's been a tough year all along,
through the sniff that's happened
to me. it just hasn't gone my way,"
he said "Fm going to continue
to figlii and try to lx1 a consistent
player."
Only time will tell if he'll By in
l leveland.

CAMELS CAN
SURVIVE IN
THE DESERT
WITHOUT
DRINKING FOR
ALMOST 3
MONTHS!

FALCONS
vs. St. Bonav
SUNDAY, DECEMBER 14-fcOOpm
ANDERSON ARENA
Riding a 6 game winning streak, the Falcons continune their current homestand
by hosting the Bonnies in Game 1 of a Women's/Men's doubleheader...be there!

177-BGSU TICKET I BGSUFALC0NS.COM
BGSU STUDENTS ADMITTED
FREE WITH STUDENT I.D.

DQll -ALQklPJ
HULL KLtJlVj .

Assist with hurricane relief efforts

FALCONS
vs. He
SUNDAY, DECEMBER 14 G:00pm

Applications will be accepted starting January 16, 2009

Student cost $150.00

ANDERSON ARENA
Take a break from studying for Finals to watch the Falcons take on
the Titans in the nightcap of a Women's/Men's doubleheader!

w

177-BGSU TICKET i BGSUFALC0NS.COM

BGSU STUDENTS ADMITTED
FREE WITH STUDENT I.D.

Additional information and applications are available at:

www.bgsu.edu/getinvolved

ROLL AUNG!

ONLY $99/PERSON*!!
DEPOSIT SPECIAL

Sponsored by the Division of Student Affairs

Greenbriar, Inc.
(419)352-0717
vvww.greenbriarrentals.com
'ri'sll it liims apph

ONLY $99/PERSON*!!
DEPOSIT SPECIAL
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WHAT TO DO
IN TOWN

ao'cV^

Footfalls
Dance Concert

. Buffalo
Wild Wings
now home
for karaoke

Today at 8 p.m. at Eppler
222, view an evening of

rt**

student choreography ana
technique class showings.
Styles of dance include
modern, ballet, jazz and

By Matt Liana

tap. Tickets are $5 at

Pulse Reporter

the door.

Competitions
in Music
Performance
This weekend in Kobacker
Hall, the 42nd annual
Competitions in Music
Performance will be held.
Performances will include
those from undergraduate
and graduate students,
concluding with the
Winner's Gala Concert on
Sunday at I p.m. Free.

TOLEDO

The Lettermen
- Spirit of
Christmas
Today at 8 p.m. at the
Valentine Theatre, the
show The Letterman Spirit of Christmas will be
performed. The group will
combine their hits, "When
I Fall in Love," and "The
Way You Look Tonight"
with Christmas classics in
harmony. Tickets range
from S35-145.

ELSEWHERE
Archbold
Today and tomorrow at
Sauder Village, experience
a turn-of-the-century
Christmas with a guided
lantern tour to historical
sites. Learn what it's like
to experience holiday customs and celebrations of

The Top 5 not-so-merry Christmas movies
By Aaron Half farlch

unique accomplishments of
this masterful director in his
final film.

Film Critic

This year, instead of cozying
up next to the fire with the
heartwarming movies that are
llayed every Christmas Day,
fiy not remember what else
the holidays can be about with
these not-so-typical Christmas
movies?
,5. "Eyes Wide Shut'
Sexy psychological thrillers
aren't your idea of a Christmas
movie? Director Stanley Kubrick
believed that this film about a
sexually frustrated couple was
told around the holifTay season. When we realize
in the end of the film that the
Christmas spirit has a significant effect on the marriage of
i main characters played by
ole Kidman and Tom Cruise,
you can't help but praise the

4. "Kiss Kiss Bang Bang"
What brings together the
stories of a washed out private
eye, a struggling actress and a
thief posing as an actor? You
guessed it. In "Kiss Kiss Bang
Bang" you'll see Christmas in a
completely new light as Robert
Downey, Ir. plays Harry: a thief
who gets mixed up in a complex murder mystery as he
attempts to steal a Christmas
present for his niece. As a cult
film that's loaded with dark
comedy, hilarious performances and an intricate plot,
"Kiss Kiss,Bang Bang" is not
on everyone's list, but was
original and strange enough
to make it on this one.

ter to remind viewers about the
meaning of the holiday," Edward
Scissorhands" is the only film on
this list that is able to capture a
truly sincere holiday message.

duced "The Nightmare Before
Chrisrmas.'Tim Burton directed
an obscure film about a harmless young man who happens to
have scissors for hands. As the
culmination of the story takes
place on Christmas and uses
the loneliness of the title charac-

See MOVIES | Page 9

Buffalo Wild Wings is no longer
known just for its wings, a cold
beer, or a place to catch the game
on its giant screen. Now, it's a
place for off-key singing as well.
The Bowling Green Buffalo Wild
Wings, located right off campus
on Wooster street, has announced
that when the students and staff
are back to classes after winter
break, Karaoke will be brought
back to the restaurant in a big
way.
On Ian. 7, and every Wednesday
from then on, Buffalo Wild Wings
will be allowing anyone willing
to jump on stage for their time
to shine with a BG Idol contest.
Every Vyednesday will allow contestants to get closer and closer to
winning the grand prize of a trip
to Panama City.
Ian. 7, and all of the remaining Wednesdays in January, ares
designated to qualifying contestants who attempt to compete.
Anyone who is willing to give it a
shot are invited and encouraged
to show up.
February will be a time of eliminating. A select few contestants
will be invited to come back to the
restaurant and sing another song
for their chance to stay in the running. Three judges will eliminate
it down to about 10 contestants by
the end of that month.
On March 4, 10 finalists will
then perform one last time, and
be judged by audience applause
in order to decide the first place
winner for the trip to Panama
City Second and third place winners will win gift cards to Buffalo
Wild Wings.
Danielle Pennington, general
manager of Buffalo Wild Wings,
said she anticipates this to be
a huge event and is excited for
the first three months of the
year.
She is also looking for people eligible to be judges for this
event. Anyone knowledgeable
about vocals and singing ranges
are encouraged to call the restaurant in order to apply to be
a judge. They can be reached at
419-353-2999.
For anyone wanting to compete in the contest, no entering is
necessary. Just simply showing up
at the restaurant one of the four
weeks in lanuary and performSee KARAOKE | Page 9

3. "Edward Scissorhands"
Three years before he pro-

CRITCSRANTCOM

the 1900s. Tickets
are $7.75 per person.

ON THE RECORD
WHAT ARE YOU LISTENING TO
ON YOUR MUSIC PLAYER?

Sylvania

ASHLEY HOOVER
PERRYSBURG. OH
JUNIOR

Tomorrow at 7 p.m
at Lourdes college,
the Bedford Dance
Academy will present
The Nutcracker Ballet,
spotlighting-dancers
throughout Southeast
Michigan and Northwest
Ohio. Tickets range from
$10- $20.

1. "HERE"-RASCAL FLATTS

Check out
bgnews.com for
the review of "A
Christmas Carol."

2. "GOTTA BE SOMEBODY" - NICKELBACK
3."YOU FOUND ME"-THE FRAY
4. "ALL OVER NOW" - ERIC HUTCHINSON
5."REHAB"-RIHANNA

THEY SAID IT
"I was in a no-win

"The thing I love about music

I situation, so I'm glad

is when a song comes on, it

that I won rather

reminds me of different people

than lost."

and experiences that I have

-Frank Bruno

gone through in my life."

i

Students enjoy holidays sans snow
By Laura Ln Caracclolo
Pulse Reporter

The holidays are almost always
spent with family, with most
movies showing snow fall and
sleigh rides. However, the decorations and traditions vary
depending on what holiday is
being celebrated and how the
weather behaves.
Sophomore
Caroline
Palmisano is putting away the
Uggs and bringing out the flipflops. Palmisano will be spending her Christmas break at her
home in Napa Valley, Calif., and
New Years in Hawaii.
Palmisano spends the holidays the same as any other
town or family, just with
warmer weather.
"Our Christmas tree and
presents are on our screened
in porch," Palmisano said. "We
spend Christmas morning outside opening gifts."
Palmisano likes the snow but
isn't a fan of living in it because of
how cold the weather can get.
"I'm used to life without snow,"
Palmisano said. "It doesn't make
Christmas break feel any different. Seeing snow on Christmas is
actually weird to me now."
Palmisano has a palm tree in
her front yard that she and her
family wrap with Christmas lights
every year, but they don't forget to
include snow decorations.
"I love the idea of a palm tree
instead of a Christmas tree,"
Palmisano said. "We don't have
- '-'■—■.

k
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any real snowmen unfortunately, but my 5-year-old sister and
I make snowflakes out of paper
and hang them in the window."
After Christmas, Palmisano
and her family continue the tradition of heading to Hawaii to
celebrate the new year.
Not all of us get to spend New
Years in Hawaii. Some spend
the holidays with family, food
and movies.
Fifth year student Marelya
Mares plans on spending the
holidays at her parents' home in
Harlingen, Texas.
"When 1 get on the plane in
Detroit, I have to wear a very
light jacket, because when I get
off the plane in Harlingen, it's
very different," Mares said.
"I also have to make sure
to pack clothes for 70 80 degree weather. If it's
warm enough, I can
spend some time on
the beach at South
Padre Island during
winter break."
Palm trees are
everywhere, and
Mares says it's perfectly normal to see
them decorated with outdoor
Christmas lights. Snow, however, is a different story.
"Every Christmas growing up
I was without snow so I never
really felt the need to make up
for the lack of it, but I did always
wonder what it
would be like to
actually have a
/■

white Christmas," Mares said.
Before she moved to Ohio, she
had only seen snow in the movies,
"I love the snow, I think
it's beautiful," Mares said.
"Snowmen and snowflakes are
very much included in both
indoor and outdoor decorations
here. I've even seen people putting spray snow around the edge
of their windows."
Other than lit-up 'palm trees
and no snow, Mares spends her
holiday the most traditional way
— with her family.
"Christmas morning my parents, my sister, my brother and
See SUNNY | Page 9
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LETTERS
From Page 8
or 'Santa Claus' with Ilie belief
thai they will aclually be read
by St. Nick himself. University
junior Nicole Fratianne was one
of those children.
"1 used to ask for American
Girl dolls, I loved the American
Girls," l-'ratiannc remembered.
"One time 1 did ask for a TV with
a VCR for my bedroom."
University senior Patrick Hays
also used to write letters to Santa
when he was a child. I lays never
mailed his though, he took a
more direct approach.
"I always left him a note on
Christmas Eve with milk and
cookies," hr said.
Neither student remembers
when exactly they found out
their letters weren't really being
read by Santa Claus. Fratianne
said she was probably in the
fifth grade and 1 lays said he was
always a little suspicious.
"I was always suspicious
Christmas Uay," Hayes recalled.
"I'd gel a letter back from Santa
and it was always in my dad's
handwriting."
At the Bowling Green Post
Office, Purvis usually hangs
onto the Santa letters for a little
while, especially those without
a return address. If a letter does
have a return address, Purvis
works a little Christmas magic
of his own.
"If there is a return address,
we mail the child a nice little
letter 'from Santa Claus'," Purvis
said with a smile.
Online businesses have
opened up offering to sell parents and others letters from
Santa to give to their children on
Christmas Day or mail back to
them from the North Pole. The
United States Postal Service has
also begun a program to respond
to the children's letters.
Operation Santa Claus
informally started in New York
during the 1920s and since then
has grown to span the country answering children's hope-

ful holiday letters. The original
purpose of Operation Santa
Claus was to help children in
need during the Christmas
season and today their goal
remains the same. Volunteers
can visit local post offices set
up as Operation Santa Claus
locations and pick up a couple
"Rear Santa" letters from needy
children in their area.
When
determining a
needy child, the website for
Operation Santa Claus offers a
few suggestions.
"A good rule of thumb is if
the child is asking for warm
clothing or for needed items for
herself / himself or family members, rather than for the latest
Nintendo or X Box, then chances
are that this child really is in
need," the website says.
Volunteers then put together Christmas packages for the
children and mail them back
to the child, spreading a little
Christmas hope and cheer.
Call a local post office and ask
about any nearby Operation
Santa Claus locations to get
involved.
Also, nationwideretail chain
Macy's is also participating in
the season of giving with their
own Santa letter drive. Every
Macy's across the country has
a mailbox to collect letters to
Santa. For every stamped letter addressed to Santa Claus at
the North Pole Macy's receives,
they will donate $1 totheMakeA-Wish Foundation up to one
million dollars.
With a wide variety of ways to
gel involved, it is no wonder that
the Christmas magic is something that doesn't die no matter
what age people grow to be. The
Christmas season is especially
full of magic and wonder for
children and Purvis, along with
the rest of the Bowling Green
Post Office, wishes to continue
that tradition.
"We hope we can be here for
everybody," Purvis expressed.
"We hope all the children are
happy when they send in their
letters."
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Gary Murray ta LN
il< "• r»i turn MI* I-

■ That Grey Murray & LN
■ Grade IB-

DOWNSTREAM ANGELS1
WHAT KYLE SCHMIDUN THINKS:

WHAT JEFF HOUNSHEL THINKS:

I've never been a big fan of tepid mnimafct,

For the Knux. the release of their latest afoum'Renwid

drawn-out Wk music and I ve always hated

Me in 3 Days " has been a long time coming

ambient electron* ncoe That Gary Murray &

The rap duo. comprised of brothers who go by

LN's newest album. "Downstream Angels," can

"Krispy Kieam" and "Rah Al MAlio" individually,

combine the two and win me over says it al

were originally from New Orleans and had hooked
in 2005. leaving them and Hieir family without

SUDOKO

anything After relocating to Los Angeles and

To play: Complete the grid

is property his second solo album, but LN is

signing to Intserscope Records, they've finally seen

so that every row, column

employed to bad him. and the end result is an

their passion for music reach light. Fortunately lor

and every 3x3 box contains

atmosphere which cant help but pull you into

them, the music well worth the listen

the digits 1 to 9.There is no

afcums

ence as many of the songs are mspired by different

masterpiece. Most of the other songs flow

genres of music, such as the new wave-inspired

harmlessly one into the next, without any

"Playboys." the dance track "Lights Camera

wide variance between them But "Niagra"

Action." the funky "Bang! Bang!" and the metal

is a moody, beautiful melancholy piece with

influenced "Rox«anne" The entire album has a

sensitive acoustic playing, concerned vocals and

decidedly alternative rock feel to it thanks to their

tasteful ambience to support it It isnl much

extensive use of the guitar m almost every song. In

unlike the rest of the afcums material, but the

fact, the Knux cross through so many genres in this

song somehow adds up to more than the sum

effort that it's hard to even categonze them at al.

undeniably

the

Though domnated by acoustic gurtar and

riety as (okesters Their first single. "Cappuccino."

ambient noises, several other instruments do

revolves aiound them ordering a "fresh, fresh cap

feature throughout the albums duration Some

puccino with a mocha twrst" and consequently talk-

tasteful sWe guitar is employed prominently on

ing about the woman taking their order 'Playboys'

"Moya." and the twangy licks of Dalton Brand's

is a song dedicated to. of course, playboys and

guitar on "She's Electric" help give some dver-

"Parking Lot" has a lyric declaring that pan of one

srty to an album otherwise full of solemnity

woman s anatomy "probably smells like tuna fish

Fans of melancholy, wintertime music will

Really, the urban musk scene has needed a

rejoice at "Downstream Angels," avabble on-

bit of a shaking up over the past year or so. and

line from the bands label at vervetbluerecotdi

thanks to artists like the Knux. the future looks

com You won't be humming any of the songs,

better already

but wUle the record is on it's easy to get lost in

diminish the quality of it. which is fairly decent

MOVIES
From Page 8
2. "Die HardWhy say "Bah humbug" when
you can say "Yippie kay-yay?" If
you ever had the idea of crashing
a Christmas party, this film is sure
to make you think again. Bruce
Willis plays John McClane, a New
York City cop who courageously stands up against a terrorist
group taking hostages at a highrise business party on Christmas
Eve. Aside from ranking on this
list of classic Christmas movies,
this film is also considered to be
one of the greatest action movies
of all time.

KARAOKE
From Page 8
ing a song on stage is enough to
put you in die running.
Karaoke will be held at the
restaurant from 7 p.m. - mid-

Ill

X

night, and Pennington said she
is excited to see a big crowd on
Wednesdays.
Make sure to practice renditions of "American Pie," and
"I Will Survive." It may just be
worthy of a plane ride to the
Caribbean.

REDJUMPSUIT

APEABATUS
JTHEBECOMINGlttegfc^l

for newcomers
For the feeling of defiance, try their song
"Walking on Water," which features Derek
Sanders of Mayday Parade. As the first song on
the album", it sets the pace for almost the entire
album with catchy guitar work and just the tight
lyrics for a bitter break-up "Without you is |ust

v^

For the feeling of pnde. try "Ascending, where
the somewhat enigmatic lyrics describe a lion

■ Driver Side Impact

standing up to death, such as "The lions eyes

■ Grade | O

evading/It's only he that cannot speak of

"LION"

crawling back." and are aided by the occasional
tasteful scream.

WHAT JEFF HOUNSHEL THINKS.

However, the true standouts of the album

With the striking image of a Ion as the cover

are the two instrumental songs. "The Ties that

art for their latest album. "Lion." Cleveland

Bind and Break Within' and "Heaven.' "The

emo rockers Driver Side Impact seem to run

Ties that Bind and Break Within" emotes the

through the spectrum of emotions associ-

feeling of fear through soft, pensive guitars

ated with the animal - defiance, fear, pride

and muted percussion. "Heaven." however,

and more.

shows a rare glimpse at a hopeful Driver Side

In fact, the feeling of aggression can

Impact, and though it may feel a little bit out

be felt throughout the entire album, with

of place agamst the rest of the album, it feels

your standard fare of driving guitars and

like the perfect to end an otherwise fast-paced,

piercing drums Their sound isn't anything

angst-ridden effort

Just use logic to solve

town houses
• Furnished

» Microwaves
> Dishwashers

• Washer/Dryer

• Garbage disposals
' Full Basements
l Ample parking

• Air Conditioning

' Close to campus

• 1 1/2 bath

• 3 & 4 bedroom/2 bath
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Create and solve your
Sudoku puzzles for FREE.
Pla» more Sudoku and win prim it

PRIZESUOOKUCOM

SUNNY
From Page 8
I wake up m open our presents
under the tree. Then we go
watch a movie together that just
came out (usually my brother's
pick since he's the youngest).
After the movie, we head over
to my grandma's for Christmas
dinner with my whole extended
family. We cook out and there's
a huge variety of food to eat
from turkey, ham and mashed
potatoes to tamales and rice
and beans."
Pood and family is how
Mares spends her break, but
another student Isn't celebrating Christmas — he celebrates
I lanukkah.
Junior Adam Strasser will be
spending the holidays in his
hometown of Sherman Oaks.
Calif., a citv just north of Beverly
Hills, and i..A.
"The weather in BG is very different and I'm doing my best to
adapt." Strasser said. "I love the
snow but it's different for me so I
dress warm and bundle up."

Strasser is used to seeing palm
trees during the holiday season
but still sees snowflake decorations, inflatable snowmen and

STAY CLOSE TO CAMPUS
In One of Greenbriar's
Most Popular Apartments
or Houses!

• 2 & 3 bedroom

^■"H;

as easy/I feel like a god/I'm walking on water"
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guessing or math involved.

Another great aspect of this duo is the* noto-

of its parts - it rear/ is incredible.
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to pursue a solo career "Downstream Angels"
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ative force behind band LN prior to leaving it

The album itself rs an entiely ecclectic e«pen-
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you haven't heard before, but that doesn't

1. "Gremlins"
Instead of coming widi warnings to protect you from "shooting your eye out.'i a young man
receives an adorable pet Mogwai
with three simple rules: keep it out
of the light; don't get it wet and
never feed it after midnight. After
the inevitable breaking of those
rules spawns evil green creamres,
it's inherently obvious that holiday horror has never been so
much fun as the Gremlins terrorize die snow soaked streets of a
once peaceful holiday town. Since
"Gremlins" is constructed with a
unique blend of holiday humor
and horror, it's no wonder some
people couldn't shake that paranoid feeling when they were first
introduced to Furby.

9 3
7

• 1 - 2 car garages

' Air Conditioned

► Microwaves

even giant snow globes outside
of people's homes.
"Not having snow doesn't really makelhe holidaysany different
because I've grown up without
it," Strasser said. "Snow just adds
to it and make's the holiday season feel more like a movie."
Although the weather is different, Strasser says the holidays
are carried out pretty much the
same with a few differences.
"LA is morediverse." Strasser
said. "You will sec just as many
I lanukkah decorations as you
do Christmas. Being Jewish, I
celebrate 1 lanukkah, so even
night my family and I light

another candle on the menorah,
Hanukkah is more of a commercialized holiday because
it's around the same time as
Christmas but it's not as big as
people make it seem."
Although Strasser's holiday

traditions differ from those who
celebrate Christmas in Ohio,
one thing remains the same.
"The atmosphere is the
same all over," Strasser said.
"Everyone seems stressed and
always in a hurry."
Although this season can be
stressful, don't forget to relax.
bear with the weather and most
importantly, enjoy the holidays!

*o^
GREENBRIAR, INC.
445 EAST W00STER ST.

419-352-0717

www.greenbriarrentals.com
HOURS:
Mon - Fri: 9am - 5pm
Saturday: 9am - 1pm

• 3 bedroom/2 bathroom
• Furnished

• Close to campus
• On-site laundry

• Microwaves

► Dishwashers

• Dishwashers
• Garbage Disposals

• Garbage Disposals
• Close to campus

• Wireless internet

> 2 Shuttle Stops

Sign Up Today!
Now Leasing
for Fall 2009

ON SALE NOW at all Ticketmaster outlets.
ticketmaster.com. charge by phone @
419-474-1333 or Culture Clash Records.

MMSIVOMNT
'-•'. M.DAI

i '■'

• 3 bedrooms
• 2 bathrooms

• Close to campus
• Air Conditioning

• Furnished
» Dishwashers

• On-site laundry

• Garbage Disposals

apartments available

• 2 bedroom/2 bathroom
• Dishwasher

• On-site laundry
• Furnished and

• Garbage Disposals

recently remodeled

• Close to campus

units available

WORLD
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U.S. plots pirate tracking

WWWBGNEWS.COM

The Daily Crossword Fix

brought to you by

1

United States drafting resolution to present to the United
Nations that will present options to deal with Somali pirates
By JohnHclprin
The Associated Press

UNITED NATIONS —The U.S.
is proposing thai ihe United
Nations authorize tracking
down Somali pirates not only at
sea, but on land and in Somali
air space with cooperation from
the African country's weak
U.N.-backed government.
The United States is circulating a draft U.N. Security
Council resolution on the
issue, as part of one of the Bush
administration's last major foreignpolicyinitiatives.Thercsolution proposes that all nations
and regional groups cooperating with Somalia's government
in the fight against piracy and
armed robbery "may take all
necessary measures ashore
in Somalia."
Somalia's government is
welcoming the U.S. initiative.

Somali government spokesman
Abdi Haji Gobdon said yesterday the government will offer
any help it can.
If the U.S. military gets
involved, it would mark a dramatic turnabout from the U.S.
experience in Somalia in 19921993 that culminated in a deadly military clash in Mogadishu
followed by a humiliating withdrawal of American forces.
U.S. Navy ships already are
involved, in small numbers, in
patrolingthewatersoff Somalia.
A senior administration official
in Washington said yesterday
that the proposed additional
U.N. authority would give the
U.S. military more options in
confrontingthe pirates but does
not mean the U.S. is planning a
ground assault.
The official, who spoke
on condition of anonymity
because of the sensitivity of

the talks, said the resolution
would simply provide the possibility of taking action ashore,
including from Somalia's air
space, in the event of timely
intelligence on the pirates'
whereabouts. The official said
it should not be assumed that
such action would necessarily
involve U.S. forces.
Without committing more
U.S. Navy ships, the Bush
administration wants to tap
into what officialsseeasagrowing enthusiasm in Europe and
elsewhere for more effective
coordinated action against the
Somali pirates. Administration
officials view the current
effort as lacking coherence, as
pirates score more and bigger
shipping prizes.
The U.S. resolution is to
be presented at a session on
Somalia Tuesday with Secretary
of State Condolcezza Rice.

ApolltakensinceBlagojevich's
arrest shows 73 percent of those
surveyed support impeachment and 70 percent think
he should resign. The poll by
Chicago-based
Glengariff
Group of 600 lllinoisans surveyed Tuesday and Wednesday
shows Blagojevich's approval
rating at an abysmal 8 percent.

Ihe telephone poll's margin of
error is plus or minus 4 percent.
Blagojevich's lawyers insist he
is innocent and stress that he
still has important work to do
for the state of Illinois.
The White House yesterday
said President George W. Bush
finds Blagojevich's alleged
behavior "astounding,"

For Sale

For Rent
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Couch for sale, excellent condition.
microfiber material, country blue
$200. call419-601-3756

3 BR house at 317 N. Enterprise,
avail NOW!
1 8 2 BR apts at 800 3rd St.
Avail in Jan 2009
Call 419-354-9740

Personals

Services Offered

3 BR house available now!
$850/mo ♦ uiil Palmer Ave
Call 419-934-0128

BELLYDANCE IN BG, Unveil your
inner beauty with a dance tor every
woman's body! Beginner classes
torming now tor January session!
Reserve your space lor lun S fitness
Call 419-217-6690 or e-mail at:
laurakshakti@gmail.com
or visit www laurashakti com

3/4 BR apt for rent, recently updated.
small pets ok 619 High St. BG.
Call 419-308-3525

SENATE
From Page 5
on the source of the problem," Quinn said. "The governor is in office and he needs
to be removed from office.... I
think that is what the people of
Illinois want."

Book buy back
now thru Dec. 19,
Collegiate Connection, 531 Ridge.
Campus Pollyeyes
Check us out at
campuspollyeyes.com
Cash lor books.
Collegiate Connection,
across trom Mac West

SALSA class w/ Ryamond ol Detroit
Salsa, Sunday Dec. 14, 2-4pm, $10.
Instruction and practice welcome.
Radiance Studio, 437 S. Main St. BG

Wanted
BGSU 2009 Orientation Leaders,
applications avail Dec. 15. 2008.
due Jan. 27. 2009
Questions? e-mail aetrikk@bgsu.edu

Help Wanted
IBARTENDINGi up to S300/day No
exp. necessary. Training provided

Call 800-965-6520 ext 174
Child care center now hiring care
givers tor days, eves & weekends
Send resume or apply in person at
3150 BostwickLevis Commons,
Perrysburg, OH
info@kidzwatch.net.
www.kidzwatch.net
FT Webdesigner P-Burg- PHP, SQL,
Graphic Design skills needed. Send
resume jobs@kinetica-media com
Make up to $75 per on-line survey.
visit:
www cashtospend.com
Uraku Japanese Restaurant
now hiring 20 servers & kitchen chet
lor Jan 09 Call 419-352-7070
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or call 419-217-6690.
STRESS RELEASE with
KUNDALINI YOGA. Ancient yoga
techniques lor modern life. Chanting,
meditation, breathwork, sound therapy and relaxation included in every
class. Ceitilied teacher, beautiful
studio New six week session Jan.
12-Feb 20. classes T & Th 6:30-8pm
For more info call 419-217-6690
ore-mail: laurakshakti@gmail.com

For Rent

" 1/1/09 1 or 2 BR apts. low as $299
see Cartyrentals com
or call 419-353-0325 9am-9pm.
"Houses almost full 2009-2010.
Houses, apts over 3 legally on lease.
146 S College & 321A E. Merry
see Cartyrentals.com
or call 419-353-0325 9am-9pm.
2 roommts needed to share house,
$300/mo -t-util. 878 W Wooster.
Avail. Jan 09 Call 419-308-7596

ACROSS
Walker in water
Deities
Open some
Napoleon, for a time
SSS classification
King novel. "_ Key"
Golf?
Idi of Uganda
Commandment number
Bonny gal
Swooped
Swoop
_ Gorda. FL
Low, foglike clouds
Formal agreement
Lingene item
Peevish
Small traveler in space
Japanese ethnic group
Hindu garment: var.
Bridge holding
Sure things

709 Fifth St - 2BR, 2 baths. C/A.
no pets. $550 a month
Call Phil or Jack at 419-867-4550.
Apt. avail. Aug. 15.2009:
1 BR apt, 112 Ridge, $350/mo.
3BR apt, 443 N Enterprise, S550/mo.
Call 419-308-2458
Highland Management
1 & 2 BR apts for 2009-2010.
Great locations/low sec. dep
Call 419-354-6036. 9-3 M-F or
www.bghighlandmgmt.com
House avail Aug. 15. 2009:
5-6 BR. max 6 people, new
construction, W/D. dishwasher,
A/C, lull basement, $1800/mo
Call 419-308-2456.
House duplex, great for a group of
friends Very close to campus!

Call 419-354-0099.
Houses & Apartments
12 month leases only
S. Smith Contracting LLC
419-352-8917 - 532 Manville Ave
Office hours 10-2, M-F
www.bgapartments.com

1
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Sobbed
Shaft between wheels
Naturalist Fossey
TVTarzan
Solid truth
Nene, for one
Burden
Hideaway
Pharisee rival
Make work
Compete in a steeplechase?
French gidfriend
Author Ayn
Sitarist Shankar
Fascinated by
Bit of info
Meat pastes
Burst ot activity
Works hard
Race on earth?
Job extras
Washer cycle
Tacked on

34 Craze

Darn!
Che from Argentina
Exhale forcefully
Neighbor of China
Eat away
Trudge
Capital of Italia
Type of sch.
Look sullen
Inning sixths
Very small
SHO rival
_ mot (witticism)

35 Valerie Harper sitcom
37 Partial sum
41
42
43
44
45
47
48
50
51
54
55
58
59
60
61
62
63

Prickly, Scottish shrub
NYC arena
Slugger's stat
Started to branch out
Rope on the range
Whence Zeno
Quickly!
B.C. or P.E.I.
Hawaiian dish
Thunderous
Take a dive?
Potent beginning
Tucked in for the night
Overwhelming defeats
Art movement
Easy gait
Squirmy
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$6 5d Minimum

ASK ABOUT
OUR SPECIALSI
See our coupon menu at
www.pisanellos.com

• Lunch Fn. • Sal. • Sun.

For Rent

For Rent

For Rent

House on W Reed. 3 BR. 1 bath,
single car attached garage/workroom
Poss rent-to-own. $875/mo + sec
Avail. Jan 1 Call 513-312-3586

Roommate wanted to share 3 BR,
2 BA home. Sixth St. near campus.
$200/mo ♦ util Call 419-352-3141.

Shamrock Studios
Studio apts avail, semester leases
avail. Fully furnished. We provide all
util, cable TV & high speed internet.
Call 419-354-0070 or visit
www shamrockbg com

Houses avail Aug 15, 2009.
3 BR houses near campus:
606 5th St, $850/mo,
219 N Enterprise. S1400/mo,
114 Ridge St, $1200/mo
202 E. Merry. $1200/mo.
218 Dill St. $1000/mo.
118 Clay St, $950/mo

School 09-I0
3 BR house avail. 8/15/09,
Third Street, off street parking,
washer/dryer, C/A, shuttle bus avail
3 room efficiency avail. Aug 15, '09.
off-street parking, call 419-601-3225
4 BR, 1 1/2 baths, washer/dryer.
large deck, and garage
Call 419-305-5987

220 Dill St, $725/mo,

Subleaser needed - Enclave apts
January to July 2009
Call 513-207-7513

127 Georgia Ave, $950/mo.
718 Third St. $650/mo.
For more info, call 419-308-2458.

T Bedroom Apartments

Looking for subleasers anytime
between April & Aug. 1-2 rooms avail.
Call 419-308-2192

From Only $499!
On selected floor plans

Management Inc.

^5

m IVYWOOD
#
APTS.

2 Bedroom Apartments

From Only $599!
On selected floor plans
• Ground floor ranch
• Private entrance
• Patio
• Spacious kitchen
• Pets welcome!

l Bedrooms *
& Studios
j Near BGSU,
L patio/entrance, extra
storage, pets
*
welcome,
short*
term leases avail.
419-352-7691

Start renting November 10, 2008
lor the 2009/2010 school year.
If paperwork is completed
and lease is signed before
12/21/08 each person's name
will be entered into a drawing for

EHO

www.meccabg.com

-FREE HEAT
VARUrV SQUAW
AMUTIAIKTS

i
1

[ SKoppnOn
1 SoultiMjin

FREE RENT
for the school year.

N

t

VARSITY SQUARE

Visit our website lor
prices, pholos, & specials!

apartments -.
419-353-7715 ©

Being single and pregnant
is tough

i^

Am »>

°' :*'0i|

Students check out Shamrock Studios

419-354-4673

BGSU Staff and Coaches check out
Shamrock Village Condominiums and Townhomes

vnm.bgpc.org
1-800-395-HELP
www.knowledge is empowering.com

Storage available, rented by the month!

Foundation
for

SHAMROCKBG COM

iff<

1724 E. WOOSTER 419-354-0070

123 E. Merry ■ $785
127 E. Merry ■ $68
338 N. Church ■ $505
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Shamrock Village
t:,HI.Illiniums|ffStorage,H*Siiiili'>-

410 1/2 Ridge St. 1 BR apt 1 blk
from campus Avail Jan '09.
$400/mo Call 419-308-1733
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203 N. Main

4 BR house for rent: 3 people,
2 car garge, WD. A/C. 1yr. lease
starling May, $1200/mo + mil.
138 Williams, call 419-654-9512

11

I

Newlove Rentals
332 S. Main (our only office)
419-352-5620

www.newloverentals.com

~r

• Three bedroom houses
• Close to campus
• Check out our prices!
i

